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Cities Networks And Global Environmental
Video: the Director of UNICRI, Antonia De Meo, on Cities of the future: sustainability, security and integration. A gender perspective. "In view of the global recovery efforts in the aftermath of the ...
Cities of the future: sustainability, security and integration. A gender perspective
Palo Alto Networks (NYSE: PANW), the global cybersecurity leader, and Envision Virgin Racing, the leading team in the current ABB FIA Formula ...
Envision Virgin Racing and Palo Alto Networks Announce Multiyear Partnership
Because of dense populations, and a concentration of equipment and machine based projects, AI’s ideal testing ground is a city.
Developing Coherent AI Infrastructure For Smart Cities
Urban areas are home to over half the world's people and are at the forefront of the climate change issue. The need for a global research effort to establish the current understanding of climate ...
Climate Change and Cities
The concept of “Climate-Smart” cities conducive to positive environmental outcomes has ... research by Siemens shows that the opportunity for global economies that comes from revamping public ...
Futureproofing Our Cities With Climate-Smart Solutions
Cities have been missing from analyses of the global economic crisis and debates about how to generate a sustainable recovery. Cities and crisis provides a ...
Cities and crisis
Odisha wants to provide 24x7 clean drinking water to 16 of its cities by 2023. An official from the state explains ...
Inside Odisha's Efforts To Get 24x7 Clean Drinking Water To Its Cities
July 19, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Today, the two Mayors signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in their respective cities ... was attended by global environmental dignitaries including Alex ...
Two Cities Pair Up as World's First Hydrogen Municipalities
The NFT infrastructure platform was selected for the DigitalArt4Climate initiative to help empower artists to adopt NFTs in the context of goals and programs of the UN.NEW YORK, Aug. 03, 2021 (GLOBE N ...
Unique Network Chosen As Exclusive Blockchain Partner for United Nations Associated NFT Climate Initiative
The success of China will lie in a centralised effort taken to align all the 687 of its cities with the climate goals of the country.
Can China’s ‘new urban strategy’ save its cities from the looming climate crisis?
CDP, a nonprofit focused on climate and environmental risk for government bodies and businesses, tracks the climate plans of more than 800 global cities. It says 93% of them recognize climate ri ...
What if extreme flooding submerges a chemical plant or snarls traffic? Cities can and must shore up for climate change now, says report
The webinar represented a platform to empower the local governments and support their efforts to reduce risk and build resilience through the Making Cities Resilient 2030 (MCR 2030) Programme ...
UNDRR ROAS Making Cities Resilient 2030 Webinar: Our Future is Urban
Lichens' avolta ultra-high selectivity CH4 gas sensor avoids false alarms and is available for LoRaWAN networks Semtech Corporation (Nasdaq: SMTC), a leading supplier of ...
Semtech and eLichens Prevent Gas Leak Accidents in Cities With New Sensor Utilizing LoRaWAN®
CULTURE Global Warming Poses Danger to Pilgrims Millions travel to Mecca in Saudi Arabia every year to fulfill one of the five pillars of the Islamic faith—the “hajj,” a pilgrimage to the sacred city ...
Warming Trends: Increasing Heat is Dangerous for Pilgrims, Climate Warnings Painted on Seaweed and Many Plots a Global Forest Make
Due to its expected effects on agriculture, sugar and coffee prices rose already. It snowed for the first time in 64 years in Brazil due to a polar air mass traveling towards the country's ...
Snow Blankets at Least 33 Cities in Brazil, Agriculture Expected to Be Hit
“It’s often thought that environmental regeneration is an issue confined outside of urban areas,” he said. “However, there is huge potential in Scotland’s towns and cities to improve ...
Call for faster greening of towns and cities to improve well-being of Scots and tackle climate change
Options, the leading provider of cloud-enabled managed services to the global capital markets, today announced its partnership with Packets2Disk to offer best-in-class trade-latency monitoring and ...
Options Announces Partnership with Packets2Disk To Provide Market Leading Network Analytics Solution
Benz co-authored the paper with her postdoctoral supervisor Jennifer Burney, the Marshall Saunders Chancellor's Endowed Chair in Global ... temperatures in cities The Environmental Research ...
Poor and minority communities suffer more from extreme heat in US cities
The ongoing drought in the U.S. West ( link) and deadly flooding that swept through parts of Germany and Belgium ( link) this month already represent what climate-change experts predict could be a ...
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